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Abstract: In the current study, the influence of substitution of ground granulated blast-furnace
slag (GGBFS) on the characteristics of less active geopolymer binders, including pumice and the
waste material produced during the washing process of sand in aggregate industries (waste soil), is
investigated. The aforementioned materials were examined individually and in hybrid form. In the
hybrid mixes, less-active materials (pumice and the waste soil) were replaced with GGBFS at levels of
25%, 50%, and 75%. The evaluated properties consisted of compressive strength, modulus of rupture,
sorptivity, rapid chloride ion migration coefficient, and the content of water absorption. Moreover,
the effects of different curing conditions on the properties were investigated. The results indicate
that partial replacement of the waste soil and pumice with GGBFS leads to enhanced durability and
mechanical characteristics owing to the higher reactivity of GGBFS. The mixture denoted as P25S75
(with 75% GGBFS and 25% pumice) exhibited the best durability properties, surpassing even the
S100 mixture (with 100% GGBFS). Substituting the waste soil with GGBFS had a greater enhancing
effect compared to the mixtures containing the pumice mixes.

Keywords: geopolymer; chloride permeability; mechanical properties; GGBFS; pumice; waste soil

1. Introduction

The term “geopolymer” was coined by Professor Joseph Davidovits in 1979 [1].
Geopolymers exhibit a structure similar to organic polymers, characterized by long chains
and interconnected networks of mineral molecules. However, in geopolymers, these
molecules are of a mineral nature and are connected through covalent bonds. It is worth
mentioning that geopolymers differ from conventional ceramics, as they possess a polymer-
like structure and form at low temperatures below 100◦ Celsius [2]. Nowadays, geopoly-
mers have a wide range of potential applications, including prefabricated structural and
non-structural components, concrete pavements, products for hazardous materials con-
tainment, radioactive and toxic waste management, refractory ceramics, fire-resistant
composites, the automotive industry, and power plants [3,4].

The geopolymerization process involves several stages that typically occur simul-
taneously [1,5]: (1) dissolution of silicon (Si) and aluminium (Al) ions present in solid
aluminosilicate materials in a strong alkaline solution; (2) formation of Si-O-Si and Si-O-
Al bonds; (3) formation of a three-dimensional aluminosilicate structure known as the
geopolymer structure; and (4) incorporation of solid particles and filler materials into the
geopolymer structure, leading to the overall hardening of the composite and formation
of the final geopolymer structure. Geopolymers can exhibit comparable performance to
conventional cementitious materials within their respective applications. Additionally, they
offer the advantage of reducing greenhouse gas emissions [6]. The key distinction between
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geopolymers and Portland cement lies in their hardening mechanisms. Geopolymers
undergo polymerization, which typically occurs within a short period, whereas cement
hydration takes place over a longer duration, lasting several years [7].

Several studies have explored the effects of incorporating different materials into geopoly-
mer mixtures. Allahverdi et al. [8] investigated the setting time and strength of geopolymer
cements utilizing a combination of pumice and GGBFS. They observed that incorporating
GGBFS in pumice specimens, ranging from 5% to 25%, resulted in a reduction in strength at
28 days of curing at room temperature. Moreover, an increase in GGBFS percentage decreased
the initial setting time while increasing the final setting time. Nedoushan et al. [9] examined
the impact of activator solutions on the compressive strength and workability of geopolymer
mortars containing GGBFS and pumice. They found that increasing the substitution of GGBFS
with pumice from 0% to 100% led to an increase in strength at 3 days, followed by a decrease
in strength with 100% substitution at 28 and 91 days. Additionally, an increase in pumice
level resulted in decreased mortar workability. Partha et al. [10] investigated the strength
and permeability of geopolymer specimens incorporating blended fly ash and GGBFS. They
observed that substituting 10% and 20% of fly ash with GGBFS at various ages and curing at
room temperature could increase the strength characteristics and has a reduction effect on the
permeability. Bellum et al. [11] examined the mechanical properties of geopolymer specimens
with the combined use of fly ash and GGBFS. They observed that increasing the substitution
level of GGBFS from 30% to 70% in specimens with fly ash resulted in increased compressive,
flexural, and tensile strength.

It must be mentioned that there are several uncertainties when determining the char-
acteristics of materials in real conditions. For instance, Li et al. [12] revealed that the
sample size could significantly influence the permeability of anisotropic geomaterials. In
some papers such as [13], methods for determining the microstructure of porous materials
to estimate some properties were proposed. Using numerical methods to estimate the
mechanical characteristics is also suggested [14]. However, these methods need limited
conditions and specifications to be applicable. Wang et al. [15] investigated the optimal
water-to-cement ratio for cement-based soils. The results showed that increasing the water-
to-cement ratio leads to a decrease in compressive strength. Additionally, with an increase
in the water-to-cement ratio, the water absorption of cement-based specimens increases.

Madani et al. [16] investigated the characteristics of geopolymer composites produced
from the waste soil of aggregate production plants. In this study, the influence of variations
in the alkali concentration, calcium hydroxide content, and curing regimes was scrutinized.
This was a practical and innovative study, and the results were utilizable to produce
construction materials. However, as it was shown in [16], the waste soil is not a highly
active material to produce geopolymer binders. Subsequently, the current study was
conducted to produce a stronger geopolymer with enhanced properties. For this purpose,
GGBFS, as a highly active material, was introduced in the mixes to substitute for a part
of the waste soil. Moreover, pumice, which has an activity level between the waste soil
and GGBFS, was also investigated to verify that the hybrid use of GGBFS with a less
active material could be an appropriate solution to produce a more sustainable geopolymer
mixture. In this regard, plain mixtures were prepared with 100% GGBFS, 100% pumice,
and 100% waste soil. Additional composites were also created by varying the ratios
of GGBFS/soil waste and GGBFS/pumice (75/25, 50/50, and 25/75). The mechanical
properties and durability of these mixtures were investigated.

In comparison to other studies conducted on geopolymer materials, the focus of the
present research is on the simultaneous use of low-activity base materials and high-activity
industrial by-products. Based on this approach, the results of this study can provide the
possibility of economically producing and developing geopolymer products in the future
by utilizing a wide range of industrial and natural waste materials.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The raw materials employed for geopolymerization in this study comprise waste
soil from aggregate production plants, GGBFS from iron smelting furnaces, and pumice.
Figure 1 represents the pictures of the raw materials. The waste soil was obtained from
aggregate production plants and had a SiO2-to-Al2O3 ratio of 4.32. The utilized pumice
possesses a SiO2-to-Al2O3 ratio of 3.34, and GGBFS possesses a SiO2-to-Al2O3 ratio of 3.7.
Table 1 presents the XRF analysis results of the base materials, including GGBFS, pumice,
and the waste soil. The specifications of the hydrated lime are outlined in Table 2. Figure 2
represents the particle size distributions of GGBFS, pumice, waste soil, and hydrated lime.
The alkaline activating solutions employed in this research consist of liquid sodium silicate
with a SiO2-to-Na2O ratio of 2.5 and powdered sodium hydroxide with a purity level
exceeding 99%. The chemical analysis of these two alkaline materials is presented in Table 3.
Two different sizes of sand were incorporated in the mixtures: a medium size (with nominal
dimension of 0.6 mm) and a smaller one with sizes that pass the sieve No#40. The physical
characteristics of the sands are presented in Table 4.
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Table 1. XRF analyses of GGBFS, pumice, and the waste soil.

Chemical Analysis SiO2 Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 MgO Cl SO3 L.O.I

GGBFS Result (%) 32.5 8.8 44 1 6.8 0.025 2.5 0.3
Pumice Result (%) 60.5 18.4 7.8 5 2.2 0.03 0.3 2.5

Waste Soil Result (%) 52.3 12.11 16.96 5.61 2.38 – 0.24 –

Table 2. Properties of the hydrated lime.

Purity Grade (CaO) Specific Weight (kg/m3)

0.98 2200

Table 3. Chemical analysis of the sodium hydroxide and the sodium silicate solution.

NaOH Na2SiO3 Solution

Chemical Analysis Result Unit Chemical Analysis Result Unit

NaOH >99 %

SiO2
Na2O
Water

20.95
8.38
70.67

%
%
%

Na2CO3 <1 %
Pb <0.05 %
Cl <0.05 %

SO4 <0.05 %

Density 2.13 g/cm3 Density 1.230 g/cm3
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Table 4. Physical characteristics of the used aggregate.

Size (mm) Moisture %SSD Specific Gravity (g/cm3)

Fine Sand <0.425 0.8 2.6
Coarse Sand 0.15–1.81 0.8 2.6

The raw materials used for geopolymerization include pumice, iron blast furnace slag,
and municipal solid waste; these materials were obtained, respectively, from the Khash
cement factory, the Sepahan cement factory, and aggregate production plants in the eastern
region of Tehran, Iran. Hydrated lime was sourced from the Spandar factories in the Tehran
province. Liquid sodium silicate was supplied by Nafis Silicate Sepahan Company in the
Isfahan province, Iran. Sodium hydroxide powder was acquired from Kian Kaveh Azma
Company in the Tehran province, Iran. The chemical characteristics of the materials such
as sodium silicate, sodium hydroxide, and calcium hydroxide, as shown in Tables 2 and 3,
were obtained from the technical data provided by the suppliers.

2.2. Specimens Preparation

In this study, three plain mixtures were produced, of which the raw materials were
GGBFS, pumice, and the waste soil, respectively. In the six other mixtures, the raw materials
were used in the hybrid compositions. The mix proportions of the geopolymers are
presented in Table 5. It indicates that three mixtures were prepared using only one base
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material (GGBFS, pumice, and soil waste), while the other six mixtures had different
combinations of GGBFS with two other materials.

Table 5. Proportions used in the mixes of the present study (relative values according to the base
material weight (total weight of pumice, GGBFS, and waste soil)) 1,2,3,4.

Mix Designs
Base Material Calcium

Hydroxide
Sodium Hydroxide

Solution
Sodium Silicate

SolutionWaste Pumice GGBFS

S100 - - 1 0.11 0.14 0.35
P100 - 1 - 0.11 0.14 0.35
W100 1 - - 0.11 0.14 0.35

P75S25 - 0.75 0.25 0.11 0.14 0.35
P50S50 - 0.5 0.5 0.11 0.14 0.35
P25S75 - 0.25 0.75 0.11 0.14 0.35
W75S25 0.75 - 0.25 0.11 0.14 0.35
W50S50 0.5 - 0.5 0.11 0.14 0.35
W25S75 0.25 - 0.75 0.11 0.14 0.35

1 Mixtures S100, P100, and W100 serve as the plain mixes for comparison with other mixtures, where in the other
mixes, a certain percentage of the base material has been replaced with GGBFS. The mechanical properties and
durability of the geopolymer specimens are evaluated accordingly. 2 A concentration of 8 molar NaOH solution
is utilized. The weight ratio of sodium silicate solution (water glass) to NaOH solution was 2.5 in all mixtures,
and the weight ratio of the base material to alkaline solution was 2. 3 In these mixtures, a combination of fine
sand and coarse sand was used, with a weight ratio of fine sand to coarse sand of 1, while the weight ratio of the
fine aggregate (coarse aggregate) to the base material was 0.6. Consequently, the total weight ratio of aggregates
to the base material was 1.2. 4 In the mentioned names for the mix designs, S represents slag (GGBFS), P stands
for pumice, and W indicates waste soil. The numbers specified next to each of these abbreviations represent the
percentage of their content in a 100% binder. For example, sample P25S75 consists of 25% pumice and 75% slag.

The specimens were prepared in the following dimensions: cubic specimens with
dimensions of 5 cm, cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 10 cm and a height of
20 cm, and prismatic specimens with dimensions of 16 × 4 × 4 cm3. These specimens
were subjected to the tests of compressive strength, flexural strength, sorptivity, water
absorption, and chloride ion migration. The day before each mixture preparation, an
8 molar NaOH solution was prepared to reach the equilibrium temperature. On the day of
the mix production, the dry materials (base material, hydrated lime, and sand) were mixed
in a mixer for one minute. Then, the alkaline activating solution, including the NaOH
solution and the sodium silicate solution, was added, and subsequent mixing was carried
out for 4 min. The molded specimens were placed on a vibrating table for 30 s.

The selection of specimen geometry is crucial in determining the mechanical prop-
erties of materials, so it is necessary to use different specimen geometries to assess their
mechanical properties and durability. The choice of geometry depends on the type of test
conducted and the desired properties for evaluation [17]. In this study, cubic specimens
were used to determine compressive strength. The main reason for using these specimens
was the ability to create smaller-sized samples and facilitate the manufacturing process. For
flexural specimens, truncated cone molds were utilized, enabling the four-point bending
test to be performed. In durability tests such as RCMT and sorptivity, cylindrical specimens
were employed in accordance with the test method.

To achieve optimal economic and satisfactory results, this study aimed to use an
appropriate molarity and ratio of sodium hydroxide and water glass. Higher molarities
and ratios of these components lead to additional costs for geopolymer production without
economic benefits.

The water content used in geopolymer mixtures has a significant impact on their strength
and durability. The mechanical properties and durability of geopolymer mortars are improved
when the water content in the mixture is low. On the other hand, adding more water can en-
hance the workability of the mixture but may reduce other properties of geopolymer concrete.
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Therefore, maintaining a low water content while ensuring adequate workability is crucial for
optimizing the geopolymerization process and achieving desirable performance [18].

2.3. The Curing Conditions and Tests

The specimens were subjected to specific curing conditions, which are described
as follows:

- Curing regime 1 (C.24H): The specimens were placed in an oven at a temperature of
70 ◦C for duration of 24 h. During this period, the specimens were surrounded by
wet cloth and enclosed in plastic containers. To prevent sticking, a paper was placed
between the plastic containers and the tray surface of the oven.

- Curing regime 2 (C.72H): Initially, the specimens were subjected to the same conditions
as curing condition 1 for 24 h at 70 ◦C. Subsequently, after the specified time, the
temperature was increased to 100 ◦C for an additional 48 h. In this condition, the wet
cloth was removed, but the specimens remained in the plastic containers. The total
curing time for this condition was 72 h. To prevent sticking, a paper was used between
the plastic containers and the tray surface of the oven.

- Curing regime 3 (C.24H+7d): This condition was similar to curing condition 1, with
the only difference being that after removal from the oven, the specimens were kept at
room temperature for 7 days.

- Curing regime 4 (C.72H+7d): Similar to curing condition 2, the specimens were
initially subjected to the same conditions but were then kept at room temperature for
7 days after removal from the oven.

The cubic specimens were divided into two groups for testing. One group was
subjected to curing regimes 1 (C.24H) and 2 (C.72H) for compressive strength tests, while
the second group was subjected to curing regimes 3 (C.24H+7d) and 4 (C.72H+7d) for water
absorption tests. The cylindrical specimens were subjected to curing regime 3 (C.24H+7d)
for chloride ion penetration and sorptivity tests. The prismatic specimens underwent
curing conditions 1 (C.24H) and 3 (C.24H+7d) for flexural tests.

These specific curing conditions were employed to prevent initial cracking of the
specimens and to preserve the water content necessary for geopolymerization processes.
After the initial 24 h and subsequent 48 h, the specimens did not exhibit further cracking,
allowing the removal of the wet cloth. However, they were still kept inside the plastic
containers to achieve maximum strength.

Several tests, including compressive strength, flexural strength, water absorption,
sorptivity, and chloride ion penetration, were conducted on the specimens to assess their
mechanical properties and durability. For the chloride ion migration test, the specimens
were taken from the middle section of the cylindrical specimens, while samples from the
top and bottom sections were used for sorptivity and water absorption tests, respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Compressive Strength

The compressive strengths of the S100 mixture, containing only GGBFS, were 70 MPa
and 78 MPa for the C.24H and C.72H curing methods, respectively. These values were
23 MPa and 30 MPa for the mixture containing pumice, and 5 MPa and 10 MPa for the
mixture containing the waste. These results indicate the enhanced reactivity of GGBFS
compared to the other two materials.

In Figure 3, the legends P24.H, P72.H, W24.H, and W72.H are used. In these abbrevia-
tions, 24.H and 72.H refer to the curing conditions mentioned in Section 2.3. Additionally,
the letters P and W represent mix designs containing pumice and waste soil, respectively.
As seen on the horizontal axis of the figure, varying the substitution percentage of these
materials with iron blast furnace slag from 0% to 100% allows for investigating changes in
the mechanical properties. Similar preparations were made for other figures.
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Figure 3. The effect of GGBFS on the compressive strength of the mixes with the waste soil and pumice.

As shown in Figure 3, the introduction of GGBFS as a partial replacement for pumice
and soil waste in different proportions significantly enhances the compressive strength of
the composites. Specifically, in specimens cured under the C.72H method, the mixtures
incorporating 25% GGBFS replacement exhibited an increase in compressive strength
by 49% and 160%, respectively. This shows the substantial influence of GGBFS as a
participating component in the geopolymerization process, which aligns with the findings
reported by Partha et al. [10] and Bellum et al. [11] in their studies on GGBFS utilization.

In the production of geopolymer specimens, water is not directly introduced into the
mixture, as the bonding process relies on the use of solution-based materials (activators
and sodium silicate). These solutions have a constant water-to-dry material ratio during
the geopolymerization process. Therefore, manipulating the water-to-dry material ratio
in geopolymer mixes is not feasible. Consequently, the mixtures have been carefully
formulated to ensure that geopolymer pastes have low water content while maintaining
fluidity and suitable workability. This approach minimizes the negative impact on the
strength and durability of the samples.

As shown in Figure 3, after exposure to the C.24H curing method, W100 exhibited
the lowest compressive strength, while S100 had the highest compressive strength. It is
worth mentioning that by incorporating GGBFS at waste soil substitution proportions of
25%, 50%, and 75% (W75S25, W50S50, and W25S75), significant strength enhancements
of 250%, 630%, and 1000% were obtained, respectively. In comparison, replacing pumice
with GGBFS in the mixtures of P75S25, P50S50, and P25S75 led to strength improvements
of 65%, 100%, and 140%, respectively. The pronounced strength improvements observed in
the waste soil mixtures were notably superior to those achieved in pumice mixes.

Moreover, transitioning the curing regime from C.24H to C.72H resulted in enhanced
compressive strength across all cases, signifying the improved structural characteristics of
the mixes due to increased alumino-silicate bonding. Figure 4 provides a visual representa-
tion of the improvement in strength for the various curing conditions.

The C.24H curing method demonstrates remarkable structural enhancements and
significant strength gains, even at early ages, in the specimens incorporating GGBFS
and the waste soil. This confirms the significant influence of GGBFS on enhancing the
structural properties and strength of the mixtures, especially during the early stages of the
microstructure formation.
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Figure 4. The increase in compressive strength of the composites with GGBFS compared to the
plain mixtures.

3.2. Modulus of Rupture

In order to perform the modulus of rupture test according to the EN 196 [19] standard,
the specimens were subjected to a four-point bending test. The loading rate applied to the
specimens was 0.04 in/min.

According to Figure 5, it can be observed that the S100 mixture exhibited the highest
strength of 5.02 MPa, while the W100 mixture had the lowest strength of 0.53 MPa in the
curing condition of C.24H. It is evident that the increase in the modulus of rupture of the
waste soil mix with 25% GGBFS (W75S25) was much higher compared to the increase in
flexural strength of the pumice with 25% GGBFS (P75S25). This indicates that GGBFS has a
superior influence on the waste soil compared to its effect on the pumice. In the C.24H+7d
curing condition, the specimens had a slight increase in strength, indicating that 7 days
curing at room temperature could contribute to the improvement of the microstructure. The
reason for this phenomenon can be attributed to the continuous reactions taking place in
the geopolymer compositions containing waste and pozzolanic materials after accelerated
curing. It appears that the initial activity of the base materials has had a greater impact on
their final performance, and the synergistic effect of slag on materials with lower activity
(waste soil and pozzolan) has been more significant.
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Figure 5. The influence of GGBFS on the modulus of rupture of the mixes with the waste soil and pumice.

As shown in Figure 6, for the modified waste soil mixes, the increase in the modulus
of rupture with curing conditions of C.24H+7d was higher than the increase in curing
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conditions C.24H. This indicates that the 100% waste soil sample (W100), with the addition
of GGBFS, experienced a significant improvement in flexural strength at a higher curing
time. This can be attributed to the continuation of reactions in the geopolymer compounds
containing waste soil after a conventional curing of 7 days. It appears that the initial activity
of the base materials had a greater impact on their final performance, and the synergistic
effect of GGBFS on the material with lower activity (waste soil) was more noticeable.
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Figure 6. Increase in the modulus of rupture of the geopolymer hybrid mixes containing GGBFS
compared to the plain mixtures.

3.3. Water Absorption

The water absorption test was performed on cubic specimens with dimensions of 5 cm, as
per ASTM C 642–06 [20]. After a 7-day period, the cubic specimens were placed inside an oven
at a temperature of 100 ◦C, and their weights were monitored at the first 30 min and every 24 h
until the weight difference compared to the average dry weight of the specimens was less than
1%. The specimens were then removed from the oven, and their weights were considered as
the dry weights. Subsequently, the specimens were immersed in water, and their weights were
measured every 24 h until the weight difference compared to the previous day was less than
1%. In this state, the weights of the samples were noted as the saturated weight.

The water absorption values at 30 min, 24 h, and 7 days for the concrete mixtures
under C.24H and C.72H curing conditions are presented in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
A comparison between the final water absorption contents of the mixes under different
curing regimes has been made in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Water absorption at 30 min and 24 h and the final absorption of the mixes subjected to the
C.24H curing condition.
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Figure 8. Water absorption at 30 min and 24 h and the final absorption of the mixes subjected to the
C.72H curing condition.
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Figure 9. The effect of GGBFS on the final water absorption content of the mixes made with waste
soil and pumice.

As observed in Figure 7, under the C.24H curing method, the mixes containing pumice
have lower water absorption compared to the waste soil mixtures. As the substitution
level of GGBFS in the hybrid mixes increases, the permeability decreases. This is evident
in the mixtures with 25% and 50% GGBFS, which show a significant reduction in water
absorption. For example, in the W75S25 mixture compared to W100, the water absorption
contents at 30 min and 24 h and the final absorption were reduced by about 52%, 27%, and
20%, respectively. Similarly, compared to P100, the mixture of P75S25 had reduced water
absorptions of 42%, 13%, and 12%, respectively. It can be noticed that the effect of GGBFS
replacement on improving the absorption within the first 30 min is much higher compared
to its effect on 24 h and final water absorptions, indicating a significant improvement in the
microstructure in terms of fineness and blockage of pores in these mixtures. The reduction in
24 h and final water absorptions also indicates a decrease in overall porosity of these mixtures.
As shown in Figure 8, similar results have been obtained using the curing method of C.72H.

In Figure 9, a comparison is made between the final water absorption of the mixtures
cured for 72 h (C.72H) and 24 h (C.24H). A certain reduction is observed in the 72 h curing
method compared to the other one. Furthermore, as the replacement level of GGBFS
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relative to the waste soil and pumice increases, the water absorption of the specimens
decreases. When comparing the waste soil and pumice at the same incorporation levels,
the mixtures containing pumice have lower water absorption compared to those with the
waste soil. However, with an increase in the curing period, a greater reduction in water
absorption of the waste soil mixes was obtained compared to the pumice incorporated ones.
These results indicate that due to the higher reactivity of pumice compared to the waste
soil, better results were achieved for all the mixes of this material. Due to less reactivity of
the waste soil, GGBFS has a higher enhancing effect on mixtures containing this material.

3.4. Sorptivity

According to the ASTM C1585-04 [21] standard, the sorptivity test was conducted
on cylindrical specimens. In this regard, the specimens were subjected to a drying period
of one week at a temperature of 70 ◦C to remove water from the voids in the concrete
microstructure. This test was carried out on cylindrical specimens using the C.24H+7d
curing procedure. The results in Figure 10 demonstrate that the use of GGBFS, even at a
replacement level of 25%, could significantly improve the microstructure of the specimens.
The mixture of W100 exhibited the highest sorptivity compared to the other specimens,
while P25S75 had the best performance. The variations observed with the GGBFS replace-
ment in mixtures containing waste soil are significantly greater than the variations in
mixtures containing pumice. This result suggests a more active role of pumice compared to
the waste soil. However, the mixture with 25% waste soil and 75% GGBFS (W25S75) had
an acceptable performance among the investigated mixes.
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Figure 10. The sorptivity of the modified mixes with GGBFS under the C.24H treatment.

According to Figure 10, it can be observed that an increase in the percentage of GGBFS
in the specimens leads to a decrease in the slope of the sorptivity curve, indicating a
reduction in the rate of water penetration through the pores and defects of the concrete.
The replacement of 25% GGBFS in mixtures containing pumice and the waste soil resulted
in a reduction of 18% and 19% in the specimens, respectively. Additionally, the mixes with
75% GGBFS (P25S75 and W25S75) had a decrease of 53% and 68%, respectively, in the final
water penetration compared to the plain mixes (P100 and W100).

3.5. Rapid Chloride Migration Test (RCMT)

The Rapid Chloride Migration Test (RCMT) is one of the most reliable tests for assess-
ing the permeability of concrete. This test was conducted according to the NT BUILD 492
standard [22]. The results of RCMT for the mixtures in this study are presented in Figure 11.
The test was performed on cylindrical specimens subjected to the C.24H+7d curing regime.
By comparing the plain mixtures P100 and W100 with the modified mixes, it was found
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that the use of GGBFS for modifying the base material of the geopolymer mixture reduces
the chloride ion migration coefficient. Compared to the P100 mixture, the reductions in the
RCMT coefficients of the geopolymers with GGBFS replacement levels of 25%, 50%, and
75%, were approximately 20%, 35%, and 60%, respectively. The enhancements in chloride
permeability, compared to the W100 mixture, with the mentioned substitution levels were
approximately 30%, 63%, and 72%, respectively.
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Figure 11. The rapid chloride ion migration coefficient under C.24H+7d curing conditions.

An important observation from the graph is the effect of pumice on GGBFS in the
P25S75, which improves the structure of the modified GGBFS samples and reduces chloride
ion penetration by approximately 20% compared to S100. It is worth mentioning that
this result is in good conformance with the findings obtained from the sorptivity and
water absorption test results. Therefore, the combination of 25% pumice and 75% GGBFS
can be considered as an optimal composition in terms of permeability characteristics in
the durability aspects. The highest impact on the permeability reduction of the samples
is attributed to the two mixes of W50S50 and W25S75, where a significant reduction in
permeability is observed in the waste soil mixtures containing 50% and 75% GGBFS.

4. Discussion

In the geopolymerization process, the raw material is decomposed in a highly alkaline
or acidic medium, and, subsequently, the geopolymer network is formed. However, the raw
material may be less active, and creation of a strong network of geopolymer compounds
could not be achieved. For instance, in a study by Madani et al. [16], it was shown that in
order to activate the waste soil of the aggregate production plants, particular conditions
are required. The main hypothesis of the current study is that it is not necessary to
decompose all the raw material to produce a geopolymer binder. In other words, if an
active aluminosilicate material is used along with a less active one, the active material
could play the main role in producing the geopolymer binder, and the less active one acts
as a filler. However, the less active material could also participate in the geopolymerization
process. The less active materials investigated in this study are pumice and the waste soil
of the aggregate production plants. The active raw material is also GGBFS.

The results reveal that GGBFS has synergistic effects on pumice and the waste soil. In
this regard, the mixture of P75S25 outperforms even the plain mixture of GGBFS in the
most mechanical and durability characteristics. This may be due to several reasons. First,
GGBFS has synergistic effects on pumice performance; second, the chemical composition of
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pumice leads to an improved structure of the geopolymer binder, and third, due to the filler
effect of pumice, enhanced microstructure of the geopolymer composite was obtained.

The influence of GGBFS on enhancement of the characteristics of the waste soil incor-
porated composites is more pronounced compared to the pumice incorporated mixes. Thus,
it is highly recommended to include an active material in the geopolymer composites with
a less active one. In other words, hybridization of these materials could provide enough
geopolymer gel and filler to bind the composite particles, leading to creation of a better formed
microstructure. However, based on the application, the ratio of the materials may be changed.

Prolonging the curing period from 24 h to 72 h leads to enhanced mechanical properties
and lower water absorption. This effect is more pronounced in the mixes with the waste
soil. Increasing the curing period leads to a higher rate of geopolymerization, leading to
a denser microstructure in the composites. In other words, at a prolonged curing time,
the raw materials, especially the less active ones, could have greater participation in the
geopolymerization process.

In the present study, various raw materials and their combinations have been utilized in
the production of geopolymer materials. These materials differ from each other in terms of
their chemical composition and mineralogy, resulting in variations in the properties of the final
geopolymer composite [3]. For example, the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio in pumice, GGBFS, and waste
soil is 3.3, 3.7, and 4.3, respectively. This ratio plays a crucial role in the geopolymerization
process and the final properties of the product [23]. It has been shown in [23] that the
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio can affect the setting time, development of mechanical properties, and
microstructure of geopolymer materials. Materials with higher SiO2/Al2O3 ratios are richer
in silica, but it should also be noted that the solubility of silica present in the material is an
important factor [24]. In the present study, the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio in the waste soil is higher
than that in GGBFS, but this material has a lower reactivity compared to GGBFS. Therefore,
it is possible to achieve a geopolymer composite with desired mechanical properties and
durability by combining these two materials. The lower reactivity in materials such as waste
soil and pumice is attributed to their natural structure, which consists mainly of crystalline
minerals [16,25]. It is worth mentioning that the particle sizes of GGBFS, pumice, and waste
soil are almost similar. The median sizes of these materials are approximately 8.0 µm, 7.6 µm,
and 6.8 µm, respectively. Therefore, it does not appear that the particle size distribution of
these materials has a direct impact on the results.

To sum up, it is highly recommended to include a hybrid of less active and active raw
materials to produce sustainable geopolymer mixtures with enhanced characteristics.

5. Conclusions

The substitution of the waste soil and pumice with GGBFS at various replacement
levels ranging from 25% to 75% has resulted in a substantial enhancement in the mechanical
properties, including the compressive strength and modulus of rupture. Remarkably,
certain mixtures containing 75% GGBFS have even exhibited higher strengths than those
comprising 100% GGBFS.

Moreover, transitioning from C.24H to C.72H curing conditions has consistently led to
increased compressive and flexural strength across all the scenarios. This observed improvement
may be attributed to the improved microstructure of the specimens, owing to the development
of alumino-silicate bonds, potentially promoted by the extended curing duration.

In comparison to the mixtures containing the waste soil, the pumice-incorporated
composites, at similar substitution levels, had superior mechanical properties and durability.
Notably, due to the relatively lower initial reactivity of the waste soil, when compared
to pumice, replacing it with GGBFS has yielded a more pronounced positive effect on
enhancing the properties, strongly supporting its recommended usage.

Considering the sustainability aspects, the waste soil is a by-product of aggregate
production plants, which is produced in large amounts per year. Thus, several applications
for its usage should be proposed. In this research, production of improved geopolymer
composites from this material has been suggested.
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The P25S75 mixture had the most favorable performance in terms of durability charac-
teristics. This particular mixture exhibits lower chloride ion penetration, water absorption,
and sorptivity in comparison to all other compositions, even outperforming the GGBFS
plain mixture. Moreover, it has consistently exhibited highly desirable strength properties.
Consequently, considering the overall findings, this mixture can be deemed the optimal
design in the present study.

It is important to note that the research has solely examined the effect of altering
the curing time on water absorption content. In the water absorption test, prolonging
the curing time from 24 h to 72 h resulted in reduced water absorption values at 30 min
and 24 h and at the final measurement (7 days). However, with an increased curing time
under the C.72H regime, higher decrease in the water absorption was noticed in the P25S75
mixture compared to S100, indicating enhanced pumice reactivity at this specific ratio
under prolonged curing time.

This research has been a study on the influence of GGBFS on the characteristics of less
active geopolymer binders. However, several complementary tests such as microstructural
analyses of geopolymer composites have not been investigated here and are recommended
for future studies.
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